Frontend-Designer and -Developer (w/m)
At a Glance
At RELUX, the successful, global and innovative software company, we are looking for an experienced and
agile frontend designer and developer to join our international web team and take our web products to
the next level.
Your Team
Our highly specialized web team is present in Switzerland, Greece as well as Germany and the main
correspondence language is English. You will also communicate with the head office and some customer
in German. The work location is flexible.
You understand how to transform business needs into technical requirements; you have a can-do attitude
and take pride in building something rather than maintaining it. Your entrepreneurial and results-oriented
thinking with practical implementation skills for companies in the lighting and sensor industry, will make
you an important member of the team.
Your Mission
 Design unique products for companies in the lighting and sensor industries.
 You design and develop web-based interfaces with dynamic frontends and you are responsible for
them.
 You will help customers integrate these products into their web landscape.
 With support you analyze customer needs and help our customers grow and present themselves
uniquely.
 You love versatile and diversified work with a lot of personal responsibility.

Your story
 Reliable, dynamic and motivated, you understand how to work and communicate in a team.
 You have a degree in graphic design or computer science and several years of experience as a
frontend developer.
 Deep knowledge in Javascript and React are part of your competencies. Competencies in WebGL,
Typescript and WASM are an advantage.
 You communicate fluently in German and/or English.
What we offer
We offer a dynamic, challenging and innovative environment that can be described as one of the best
known software companies in the lighting industry. With our headquarters in Switzerland and an
international team, we strive to achieve extraordinary goals together. We want you to realize your full
potential at RELUX and make history together with us. We promote each team member individually and
rely on a high level of personal responsibility as well as creative freedom. If you are "on fire" for the tasks
described and are driven to take RELUX to a new level and become part of our unique team, we look
forward to receiving your application.

